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ABSTRACT 19 
The seismic design of new retaining structures is usually performed following modern 20 
seismic norms. Nonetheless, there are various monumental retaining structures (e.g., 21 
fortifications) with high seismic vulnerability, which must be protected against 22 
earthquakes, while there are several limitations on the type of mitigation measures that 23 
can be applied to such cultural heritage structures. The present study investigates 24 
numerically the seismic response and distress of the Circuit Wall of the Athenian 25 
Acropolis. The Wall is a monumental masonry retaining structure surrounding the 26 
world-class monuments of the archeological hill of the Acropolis. Given the fact that 27 
the wider region of Athens is characterized by moderate to high seismicity, it is 28 
necessary to protect the Wall from strong ground motions. For this purpose, the 29 
geological, seismological, and topographic conditions of the Acropolis hill, as well as 30 
the geometry and the mechanical properties of the Wall, are realistically taken into 31 
account. A representative finite-element model has been developed for a critical section 32 
of the Wall, which has been validated with available records from accelerometers being 33 
installed at the Wall. Subsequently, an efficient and suitable -according to international 34 
monument restoration guidelines- seismic mitigation measure is proposed. The results 35 
of dynamic earth-pressure distribution on the Wall are presented before and after the 36 
application of expanded polystyrene (EPS) blocks behind the Wall. Α detailed 37 
parametric study illustrates a substantial reduction of dynamic pressures on the Wall 38 
when the EPS blocks are applied, either along the entire height or only at the lower part 39 
of the Wall.  40 
 41 
Keywords: Retaining walls; dynamic earth pressures; mitigation measures; Acropolis Circuit 42 
Wall; expanded polystyrene; numerical simulations. 43 
 44 
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1. Introduction 45 

Retaining systems are used in many engineering projects in order to support one or more soil 46 
layers and in some cases, various structures founded on the soil layer(s). Bridge abutments, 47 
basement walls, harbor quay walls or most simple forms, such as a typical gravity wall, 48 
comprise the most frequent applications of retaining structures. Generally, the seismic response 49 
of even a simple retaining wall is a very complex problem of soil-structure interaction (Kramer 50 
1996). The backfill material can impose high earth pressures on the wall both under static and 51 
dynamic (i.e., seismic) conditions. This fact may lead to local or global structural failures with 52 
severe economic losses. According to Psarropoulos et al. (2005), the magnitude of the earth 53 
pressures depends, not only on the mechanical and geometrical properties of the wall and the 54 
retained soil, but on the various "degrees of freedom" of the system (i.e., structural flexibility, 55 
base compliance, sliding, etc.) as well, while the characteristics of the seismic motion have also 56 
a significant impact.  57 

Many researchers have examined the response of a retaining wall under seismic conditions 58 
with analytical, numerical, and/or experimental studies. Regarding analytical methods, there 59 
are two main categories to estimate the dynamic (i.e., seismic) earth pressures acting on the 60 
wall due to the backfill material: (a) the limit-equilibrium methods and (b) the elasticity-based 61 
methods. The limit-equilibrium methods are usually pseudo-static approaches that consider 62 
yielding walls and plastic behavior of the backfill material (Mononobe and Matsuo 1929; Seed 63 
and Whitman 1970). In contrast, the elasticity-based methods consider that the backfill material 64 
has a viscoelastic behavior (Wood 1973). In addition, a viscoelastic behavior of the backfill 65 
material and an elastic behavior of the wall has been assumed in several numerical studies (e.g., 66 
Psarropoulos et al. 2005).  67 

Nowadays, the design of a retaining structure is based on modern seismic norms and 68 
guidelines, such as Eurocode 8 (EC8, 2004). In these norms, the soil-structure interaction is 69 
considered in a simplified manner and the calculation of the seismic pressures is mainly 70 
achieved via the Mononobe-Okabe method (Okabe 1926, Mononobe & Matsuo 1929), which 71 
is actually a pseudo-static extension of Coulomb's static method. Nevertheless, the walls are 72 
designed to withstand the earth pressures from the backfill material under static and seismic 73 
conditions. Hence, few damages have been reported for recently designed walls subjected to 74 
seismic earth pressures. In addition, various seismic mitigation measures can be applied during 75 
the wall construction to enhance its dynamic performance. In contrast, old retaining walls have 76 
not been designed using any seismic norms, a fact that certainly increases their vulnerability 77 
against dynamic loading. Therefore, many local or global damages may appear during a severe 78 
seismic event. In such cases, the application of seismic mitigation measures is more pronounced 79 
to protect the retaining wall.  80 

The protection of cultural heritage is an important issue from every aspect and extremely 81 
challenging from an engineering perspective. Α detailed set of guidelines has been developed 82 
for the restoration and conservation of all types of monuments, known as Charter of Venice, 83 
was established in 1964. Many existing retaining walls have been characterized as monuments 84 
(e.g., old fortification walls with backfill materials). These ancient retaining walls are made of 85 
stone and have suffered various damages (e.g., corrosion, cracks and local failures) over the 86 
years due to human interventions and/or natural hazards. A strong ground motion could affect 87 
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the structural integrity of these retaining walls, due to the increased dynamic earth pressures 88 
that may lead to local or global failures (Egglezos et al. 2013). The application of seismic 89 
mitigation measures on ancient retaining walls is a very difficult and challenging task for 90 
engineers, due to their monumental character and the related restrictions. Therefore, the number 91 
of such interventions on ancient retaining walls worldwide is rather limited.  92 

The current study investigates the seismic response of a characteristic section at the southern 93 
Acropolis Circuit Wall via two-dimensional dynamic analyses utilizing the finite-element 94 
method. A thorough investigation has been performed with respect to the potential reduction of 95 
the dynamic pressures imposed on the Wall, which can be achieved via the inclusion of 96 
expanded polystyrene blocks (EPS) behind the monumental structure. This seismic mitigation 97 
measure has been efficiently used in modern retaining walls and its application for protecting 98 
monumental retaining systems is proposed for the first time in this work. Moreover, EPS can 99 
be characterized as a mild intervention scheme, which is compatible with the regulations for 100 
monumental structures, and can provide adequate seismic protection to the Wall. The proposed 101 
EPS application does not alter the monumental character of the Wall both visually and 102 
architecturally, as it can be covered by the excavation backfill material. A detailed parametric 103 
analysis regarding the type, the height and the thickness of EPS behind the Wall has been 104 
conducted. Despite the various uncertainties related to the numerical simulation of this complex 105 
problem, the results are very promising since they reveal a substantial beneficial impact of EPS 106 
on the reduction of seismic distress of the Wall.    107 

 108 
2. Seismic distress of retaining walls and mitigation with EPS  109 

 110 
2.1. Dynamic analysis methods of retaining walls 111 

As aforementioned, various analytical and numerical methods have been developed to 112 
determine the seismic earth pressures and the dynamic distress of a retaining wall. Although a 113 
detailed review is beyond the scope of the current study, a brief description of several 114 
characteristic studies is provided in this section. Mononobe & Matsuo (1929) and Okabe (1926) 115 
developed a pseudo-static analytical approach to calculate the seismic earth force acting on the 116 
wall. According to this method, pseudo-static inertial forces act in both horizontal and vertical 117 
directions on the retained soil wedge. The proposed simplified mathematical formulas can be 118 
applied to calculate the active and passive seismic pressures on a wall. For typical values of 119 
internal angle of friction of the soil, the simplified method of Seed and Whitman (1970) can 120 
alternatively be used.  121 

Wood (1973) investigated the seismic response of an isotropic homogeneous elastic soil 122 
within two rigid walls, located on the top of a rigid base. This study revealed that when the two 123 
rigid systems have an adequate distance (i.e., approximately five times the height of the wall), 124 
the dynamic earth pressures acting on both walls do not exhibit any interaction. In addition, for 125 
seismic excitations with low frequency and especially for frequencies lower than the half of the 126 
fundamental frequency of the soil layer for horizontal conditions (f0 = VS/4H), the seismic 127 
pressures acting on the wall can be calculated considering that the system (wall and backfill 128 
material) exhibits elastic behavior.  129 
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Veletsos and Younan (1994, 1997) estimated the magnitude and the distribution of the 130 
seismic earth pressures on the wall imposed by a horizontal seismic excitation using a 131 
simplified analytical methodology. They considered that the wall consists of a flexible beam 132 
with rotational flexibility at its base, while the soil was considered homogeneous and 133 
viscoelastic. In general, the flexibility of the wall and its rotational base affected the distribution 134 
of the seismic earth pressures, while an increase of the wall flexibility led to a decrease of the 135 
dynamic earth pressures.  136 

Psarropoulos et al. (2005), utilizing the finite-element method, developed a numerical model 137 
in order to reproduce the results from the analytical method of Veletsos and Younan (1994, 138 
1997). The retaining wall was simulated with beam elements, while a rotational spring was 139 
installed at its base to simulate the rotational flexibility. The finite-element software ABAQUS 140 
was used for the performance of dynamic analyses under harmonic excitations. The obtained 141 
numerical results were consistent with the corresponding analytical solutions. In addition, 142 
different cases of wall and base stiffness were examined in order to investigate their impact on 143 
the distribution of the dynamic earth pressures.  144 
 145 
2.2.    Application of EPS in retaining walls 146 

Expanded polystrene (EPS) is a composite material frequently used in many geotechnical 147 
projects, such as road and railway embankments, pipelines, retaining systems, etc. Typically, 148 
large parts of the soil can be replaced by EPS blocks to reduce the vertical and/or horizontal 149 
static and dynamic loads. The main reasons for using EPS are the following: low weight and 150 
relatively high strength, ease of construction, relatively low cost and durability. Moreover, EPS 151 
can be produced in different shapes and types with varying mechanical properties, which serve 152 
better the needs of each engineering project. One of EPS geotechnical engineering applications 153 
is as a compressible inclusion between a retaining wall and the retained soil. Several researchers 154 
have investigated, numerically and/or experimentally, the response of EPS as a seismic 155 
mitigation measure, which decreases the dynamic earth pressures from the backfill materials.  156 

Zarnani and Bathurst (2009) developed a finite-element model in which a compressive 157 
inclusion of EPS was installed between the wall and the soil in order to examine the impact of 158 
EPS on the reduction of the seismic pressures. A parametric study was conducted regarding the 159 
thickness of the compressive inclusion, the type of EPS, the wall height and the frequency 160 
content of the seismic excitation. The interaction between EPS and backfill was simulated via 161 
a special interface element with zero thickness and 20o friction angle obtained from physical 162 
tests. The results of this study showed that the application of EPS between the wall and the soil 163 
backfill material led to a significant reduction of the dynamic pressures.  In particular, the 164 
reduction was greater than 55% when the ratio of the thickness of EPS to the wall height was 165 
equal to 0.4. 166 

Athanasopoulos-Zekkos et al. (2012) developed two numerical models of a retaining 167 
yielding wall, utilizing the finite-element software PLAXIS 2D. A parametric study was 168 
performed for two retaining wall heights and different thicknesses and shapes of the EPS 169 
compressive inclusion and different seismic intensity levels. The study showed that the most 170 
efficient EPS shape was the inverted triangle. However, a -more easily constructed- rectangular 171 
shape can be used since the differences were negligible. Moreover, the results illustrated that 172 
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the efficiency of EPS in reducing of the seismic pressures was increased for higher thickness 173 
of EPS and decreased for higher magnitude of the imposed seismic excitations. However, this 174 
occurred up to a certain EPS thickness, as a further increase did not improve its efficiency. 175 

Dabiri and Notash (2020) investigated the efficiency of EPS on a retaining wall under static 176 
and seismic conditions. They examined different types of walls (yielding and non-yielding) 177 
with 6 m and 9 m height, while two types of EPS (EPS15 and EPS20) were used with 178 
normalized thickness to wall height equal to 0.1 and 0.2. Two seismic records, one near-field 179 
and one far-field, were used for the dynamic analyses utilizing the finite-element method. The 180 
results showed the beneficial impact of EPS both for static and dynamic loading conditions.     181 

In all aforementioned studies, EPS was modeled as a linear elastic material. Apart from the 182 
numerical studies, some experimental investigations have also been reported. Athanasopoulos 183 
et al. (2007) performed a centrifuge test of a small-scale model of a wall with and without an 184 
EPS compressive inclusion. The results revealed a reduction of the seismic pressures due to the 185 
EPS, while the density of the EPS affected its efficiency. More specifically, EPS with lower 186 
density exhibited a greater efficiency. Zarnani and Bathurst (2007) also performed an 187 
experimental study at a shaking table using a small-scale model of a rigid wall, which was also 188 
examined numerically. The results of this study also illustrated the reduction of the seismic 189 
pressures due to EPS.  190 
 191 
3. Description of the Circuit Wall of the Acropolis 192 

 193 
3.1. The Acropolis hill  194 

Acropolis of Athens is one of the most impressive monumental complexes in the world, and it 195 
has been included in the World Heritage Sites List of UNESCO since 1986. On the hill of the 196 
Acropolis, which dominates the center of the modern city of Athens, great monuments are 197 
located. Apart from Parthenon, which is the most prestigious ancient structure, the hill includes 198 
several other monuments, such as Propylaia and Erechteion, with great historical and 199 
architectural importance. One of them is the perimetric Circuit Wall, which is depicted in Fig. 200 
1. The Circuit Wall is a masonry structure retaining the backfill materials that are used to flatten 201 
the surface of the hill. The Hellenic Ministry of Culture and the Acropolis Restoration Service 202 
(YSMA) have great interest in maintaining the structural integrity of the Wall. For this purpose, 203 
optical fiber sensors and accelerographs have been installed for the multi-disciplinary real-time 204 
monitoring of this complex historical site, as described by Kapogianni et al. (2019). 205 
 206 

 207 
Fig. 1. View of the south Circuit Wall of Acropolis of Athens. 208 
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The seismic response of any structure depends directly on the local site conditions, which 209 
can amplify and/or alter the frequency content of the seismic ground motion at the bedrock. 210 
Additionally, in the case of retaining systems, the properties and the typology of their 211 
foundation, the inclination of the bedrock, as well as the mechanical properties of the retained 212 
soil can also play a crucial role. As shown in Fig. 2, the Acropolis hill is composed of a 213 
limestone layer, which is located on top of the Athenian schist. The limestone is actually a hard 214 
rock, while schist is considered to be a soft rock (Psarropoulos et al. 2018). The thickness of 215 
the limestone does not exceed 40 m. The slopes of the hill are almost vertical with a varying 216 
height up to 25 m. On the other hand, the backfill material is thicker on the south side of the 217 
hill and it is retained by the Wall, while it is characterized as a soft soil material (Koukis et al. 218 
2015). In addition, rockfall phenomena and additional erosion phenomena have occurred due 219 
to limestone karstification that has created cavities that facilitate the water flow (Higgins and 220 
Higgins 1996; Koukis et al. 2015). 221 
 222 

 223 

Fig. 2. The prevailing geological conditions on the hill of Acropolis: 1. Artificial earthfill. 2. Eluvial 224 
mantle. 3. Talus. 4. Limestone. 5. Conglomerates. 6. Schist- Sandstone - marl series (adopted from 225 
Koukis et al. 2015). 226 

In general, the earthquake hazard for the ancient part of Athens around the Acropolis hill is 227 
relatively low (Ambraseys and Psycharis 2012). Thus, most probably, the structures on the hill 228 
have not been seriously damaged by a strong seismic event. Nonetheless, in recent history, the 229 
wider region of Athens has suffered from quite strong ground motions. Two of the most 230 
disastrous seismic events were the eastern Corinth gulf (M=6.6) earthquake in 1981, and 231 
especially the Parnitha (M=5.9) earthquake in 1999, from a fault rupture very close to Athens 232 
that caused many human losses. Some other seismic events that could have affected the 233 
monuments in recent history are the earthquakes of 1705 in Athens (M=6.2), 1805 in Athens 234 
(M<6) and 1837 in Troezen (M=5.5) (Psarropoulos et al. 2018).  235 

In the context of the seismic activity monitoring on the hill, a network of accelerographs has 236 
been installed by the Institute of Geodynamics of the National Observatory of Athens (IG-237 
NOA) and the Acropolis Restoration Services (YSMA). The network includes ten 238 
accelerographs, which are mounted at different locations on the hill, while two of these 239 
accelerographs have been installed at the south Wall. More specifically, the first accelerograph 240 
is installed at the base of the Wall at the limestone, while the second is located at the backfill 241 
material at the top of the Wall (Kapogianni et al. 2019). 242 
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The construction of the first fortification wall dates back to 1,200 BC and it is called the 243 
'Cyclopean' Wall. This Wall was built at the top of the hill until 480 BC, when it suffered 244 
extensive damages during the Persian wars. Then, the north side of the Wall was built again by 245 
Themistocles (Themistoclean Wall) and the south side by Kimon (Kimonion Wall). The total 246 
length of the Wall is approximately 800 m, and its height varies between 5 m and 20 m, having 247 
a width ranging from 1 m and 6 m, depending on the local topography (Egglezos et al. 2013). 248 
The Wall, which is based on the inclined limestone bedrock (Eleftheriou 2015), is characterized 249 
by various construction and intervention phases. Its main construction materials are stones and 250 
marble blocks, while mortar and exterior coatings have also been used.  251 

In the past, the Wall has been damaged during wars and also due to natural hazards. For this 252 
reason, many modifications and restorations have been performed. As shown in Fig. 3, static 253 
and dynamic pressures from the backfill materials have caused cracks on the Wall (Egglezos et 254 
al. 2013). Hence, the protection of the Wall against static and dynamic loads is a very important 255 
issue, since its failure would cause structural damages to the other monuments and buildings 256 
on the top of Acropolis hill. 257 
 258 

                         259 
 260 

Fig. 3. Cracks at the southeast corner of the Wall: (a) view from the east, (b) view from the south. 261 

3.2. Numerical model of the Circuit Wall 262 

In this study, the seismic response of a specific Wall section, presented in Fig. 4(a), has been 263 
investigated via two-dimensional dynamic analyses. The selection of the specific location has 264 
been based on the following criteria: 265 

a) The Wall height at this section is approximately 18 m, which leads to increased earth 266 
pressures under both static and seismic conditions. 267 

b) Some local failures (i.e., wide cracks) have been observed at this specific location (see Figs. 268 
3(a) and (b)). 269 

c) Two of the accelerographs of the Institute of Geodynamics have been installed at the base 270 
(ACRJ) and the top (ACRD) of the Wall, as displayed in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, the 271 
recordings can be used for the verification of the numerical model(s).  272 

The south Circuit Wall in the study area is a heavy masonry retaining system that supports 273 
the backfill material. The geometry of the numerical model is based on the architectural 274 
representation shown in Fig. 5(a). As displayed in Fig. 5(a), the Wall at this location is based 275 
on the inclined bedrock. The inclination of the bedrock is approximately 20o (Trikkalinos 1977). 276 

(a) (b) 
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The impact of the special topographic conditions in the dynamic response of the whole 277 
Acropolis hill has been highlighted in a recent study (Kapogianni et al. 2020). The two-278 
dimensional numerical model depicted in Fig. 5(b) has been developed utilizing the 279 
geotechnical finite-element software PLAXIS 2D (Brinkgreve et al. 2010).  280 

 281 

         282 
 283 

Fig. 4. (a) Location of the examined section at the south part of Acropolis hill, and (b) installed 284 
accelerographs at the base (ACRJ) and at the top (ACRD) of the Wall. 285 

 286 

 287 
 288 

 289 
 290 

Fig. 5. (a) Cross section of the examined south Wall section (adopted from Trikkalinos 1977), (b) two-291 
dimensional numerical model, and (c) finite-element discretization. 292 

In the developed numerical model, a uniform material has been used to model the Wall 293 
section, i.e., not distinguishing different types of materials (stones and mortars). Taking into 294 
account aging, damages, interventions, etc.  and the limited available geotechnical data from 295 

  
(a) (b) 

Examined 

section 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Backfill 

Limestone 

Wall 
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the non-uniform backfill and Wall materials, it is very difficult to derive accurate mechanical 296 
properties. Despite the simplified approach and the various material and geometrical 297 
uncertainties, the adopted numerical methodology can produce quite realistic results. Table 1 298 
presents the mechanical properties of the Wall, the backfill material and the limestone bedrock, 299 
which have been taken from a recent study by Psarropoulos et al. (2018). 300 

In addition, as depicted in Fig. 5(c), a sufficient dense mesh has been used with 15-noded 301 
triangular finite elements, which exhibit high computational accuracy. The Wall has also been 302 
modelled using plane-strain triangular finite elements, which provide a more accurate 303 
representation of the complex Wall structure, in terms of its geometry and rigidity, compared 304 
to simple beam elements. Since the imposed seismic excitations are characterized by low 305 
acceleration levels, the behavior of the materials is realistically considered to be linear elastic. 306 
Rayleigh damping, ξ, is set equal to 0.5%, in the frequency range between 5 to 10 Hz.  307 

 308 
Table 1. Mechanical properties of rock, backfill and the Wall. 309 

 Rock Backfill   Wall 
Unit weight, γ (kN/m3) 26 20 26 
Shear-wave velocity, VS (m/s) 1,500 300 1,090 
Young’s modulus, E (MPa) 16,000 480 7,900 
Poisson' s ratio, ν (-) 0.30 0.30 0.25 

 310 
The employed numerical approach has been previously validated using the same mechanical 311 

and geometrical properties by Psarropoulos et al. (2018). The validation was based on two real 312 
seismic excitations from the installed accelerographs at the Wall shown in Fig. 4(b). A 313 
comparison was performed in terms of amplification factor (AF) in the frequency domain, 314 
which is actually a transfer function that denotes the ratio between the Fourier spectra of the 315 
acceleration time-histories at the top and at the base of the Wall due to an imposed excitation. 316 
It was proven that the numerical results matched closely the available in-situ measurements, 317 
i.e., the AF derived from the recorded data and the numerical analyses exhibited marginal 318 
discrepancies. Therefore, based on that realistic modeling approach of the current Wall 319 
structural and geotechnical conditions, the current study examines its current dynamic distress 320 
and further proposes an efficient and suitable mitigation measure for its seismic protection.     321 
 322 
4. Dynamic response of the Circuit Wall 323 

 324 
4.1. Dynamic response characteristics   325 

In order to assess the dynamic response of the system (i.e., rock-backfill-Wall), a Ricker 326 
pulse has been used. In general, Ricker pulses cover a sufficiently wide range of frequencies, 327 
leading thus to a more realistic calculation of the amplification factor (AF), which can be used 328 
to predict the dynamic response of the system for other seismic excitations. Fig. 6(a) presents 329 
the acceleration time history of the Ricker pulse. The maximum acceleration of the pulse is set 330 
equal to 0.1 m/sec2. Due to the low acceleration levels, all dynamic analyses can be considered 331 
to be linear elastic. The central frequency of the Ricker pulse is selected to be 6 Hz in order to 332 
cover the whole frequency range of interest for the examined case study. Fig. 6(b) depicts the 333 
6 Hz Ricker Fourier spectrum that has been used for all dynamic analyses. 334 
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       335 

Fig. 6. (a) Acceleration time history, and (b) Fourier spectrum of the Ricker 6 Hz pulse excitation. 336 

Fig. 7 presents the acceleration amplification factor (AF) in terms of frequency, which 337 
denotes the ratio between the computed Fourier spectra at the top and at the base of the Wall 338 
for the imposed Ricker 6 Hz excitation. It has to be stressed that the accurate assessment of the 339 
developed acceleration levels at the top of the hill is crucial for the Acropolis monuments. As 340 
it can be observed, the fundamental frequency of the whole system (i.e., rock, backfill material, 341 
Wall) is approximately 7.8 Hz, for which the maximum acceleration AF is almost 120. Hence, 342 
the south Circuit Wall is more vulnerable to high-frequency seismic excitations with dominant 343 
frequencies close to 8 Hz.  344 

 345 

Fig. 7. Acceleration Amplification Factor (AF) for the examined section of the south Circuit Wall for 346 
the Ricker 6 Hz excitation. 347 

4.2. Dynamic pressures 348 

The height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures on the examined section of the south 349 
Circuit Wall for the Ricker pulse excitation is presented in Fig. 8. In the lower part of the Wall, 350 
near to its base, the dynamic pressures from the backfill material are lower, compared to those 351 
in the upper part. Note that in all relevant plots, the pressures are shown only at the backfill, 352 
i.e., they are not calculated at the base of the Wall due to the inclined bedrock and the 353 
approximately 3 m "embedment" of the Wall at its lower part, as shown in Fig. 5. It should be 354 
mentioned that the pattern of the dynamic pressures depends on the geometry of the Wall and 355 
the thickness of the backfill material. Due to the complexity of the geometry of the Wall, the 356 
distribution is different from the corresponding one of a typical cantilever wall. Dynamic earth 357 
pressures present high values in the upper part of the Wall, due to the inclined bedrock that 358 
results in a triangular geometry of the backfill (see Fig. 5). As it can be noticed in Fig. 8, at the 359 
thicker upper part of the Wall, the pressures present a maximum value of the order of 25 kPa/m.  360 

(a) (b) 
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 361 
Fig. 8. Height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures on the examined section of the south 362 

Circuit Wall for the Ricker excitation. 363 

In the sequence, the Pressure Amplification Factor (PAF) is introduced, which can be used 364 
to assess the variation and potential amplification of dynamic earth pressures in the frequency 365 
domain (Psarropoulos et al. 2009). This parameter is defined as follows: 366 

 𝑃𝐴𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝛥𝑃 𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝐴 𝑡  
 (1)

where 𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝛥𝑃 𝑡  is the Fourier spectrum of the normalized induced dynamic earth force 367 
time history 𝛥𝑃 𝑡  and 𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝐴 𝑡  is the Fourier spectrum of the acceleration time history 368 
imposed at the base of the Wall (i.e., the Ricker pulse excitation shown in Fig. 6(b)). It is noted 369 
that PAF, being -analogously to AF- a transfer function in the frequency domain, can provide 370 
a reliable assessment of the distress levels of the Wall (in terms of earth pressures) by utilizing 371 
the Fourier spectrum of any seismic excitation. 372 

It is evident from Fig. 9 that PAF reaches its maximum value at the fundamental frequency 373 
of the rock-backfill-Wall system. Hence, for high-frequency excitations (i.e., close to 8 Hz), 374 
the dynamic pressures on the Wall present their highest values, which may lead to severe 375 
damages of the Wall for extreme seismic intensity levels. In contrast, PAF exhibits low values 376 
for low- to medium-frequency excitations (i.e., up to 6 Hz). Thus, comparatively less 377 
amplification is expected regarding the dynamic pressures exerted on the Wall.  378 

 379 

Fig. 9. Pressure Amplification Factor (PAF) in the frequency domain for the south Circuit Wall 380 
section under Ricker pulse excitation. 381 

 382 
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5. Seismic mitigation measures  383 

Old masonry retaining walls, such as the Wall at the Acropolis hill, are sensitive structures 384 
that are quite vulnerable to seismic loading. Therefore, their protection should be ensured. The 385 
seismic behavior of such retaining structures depends not only on their mechanical and 386 
geometrical properties but on the characteristics of: (a) the backfill material(s), and (b) the 387 
seismic excitation (i.e., peak values, frequency content, duration). 388 

As the aim of the engineers is to reduce the anticipated dynamic earth-pressures, the 389 
protection of old masonry retaining walls can be achieved by the application of various 390 
inclusions between the wall and the retained soil, such as the proposed expanded polystyrene 391 
(EPS). Since any intervention modifies the natural frequencies of the system, the impact of any 392 
inclusion may be beneficial or detrimental, depending on the circumstances. Therefore, a case-393 
by-case study is required in order to choose the optimal mitigation measure. 394 

 395 
 396 

5.1. Application of the EPS along the total height of the Wall 397 

The improvement of the seismic response, i.e., the reduction of the dynamic earth pressures 398 
on the Circuit Wall, is achieved herein via the application of an EPS inclusion between the Wall 399 
and the backfill material. The current investigation includes two types of EPS with different 400 
densities. The main mechanical properties are presented in Table 2. Evidently, EPS39 is more 401 
stiff, due to the higher Young's modulus. A parametric analysis has been conducted considering 402 
three different average thicknesses of EPS: 2.4 m, 4.3 m, and 6.3 m, as presented in Fig. 10. 403 
Evidently, the thickness of EPS between the Wall and the backfill material cannot be uniform 404 
due to the complex geometry of the Wall. 405 

Note that in reality, potential sliding between EPS blocks as well as between EPS and 406 
backfill and EPS and Wall may occur. These interactions can be modelled via interface 407 
elements or contact constraints using realistic parameters (e.g., friction angle values) that can 408 
be obtained from physical tests. However, there is a great variation of the interface properties, 409 
depending on the type of different materials (EPS-EPS, EPS-soil, EPS-concrete, etc.), the 410 
density of EPS, the applied normal loads on the geofoam blocks, etc. On the other hand, EPS 411 
blocks can be quite easily tied together using stainless steel connectors (such as barbed steel 412 
plates), while similar connectors (e.g., simple steel rods, which apart of friction exhibit pull-out 413 
resistance) can be used to ensure their full contact with the soil, i.e., the avoidance of 414 
sliding/debonding. Moreover, the EPS blocks are "interlocked", i.e., not placed exactly on top 415 
of each other following the same vertical alignment.  416 

In addition, EPS block surfaces that are in contact with the soil and the Wall can be 417 
deliberately roughened to increase the friction at the soil-EPS interfaces, while 418 
geogrids/geomembranes can also be placed between soil and EPS blocks. In general, EPS has 419 
been applied in many geotechnical projects and there exist relevant guidelines. Thus, very 420 
detailed practical aspects are not included herein. Therefore, taking into account the various 421 
uncertainties related to Wall and the aforementioned technical details regarding practical 422 
implementation, this preliminary investigation considers that geofoam blocks form a 423 
monolithic, homogeneous mass, perfectly tied with the backfill and the Wall materials. 424 
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 Table 2. Mechanical properties of EPS19 and EPS39. 425 

 EPS19 EPS39  
Young’s modulus, E (MPa) 4 10.3
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 19 39
Poisson' s ratio, ν (-) 0.05 0.05

           426 

 427 
 428 

 429 
 430 

 431 
 432 

Fig. 10. South Circuit Wall section with EPS inclusion along its height with average thickness:  433 
(a) 2.4 m, (b) 4.3 m, (c) 6.3 m. 434 

The behavior of EPS is considered to be linear elastic, while its damping, according to 435 
related studies, is very small for low strain levels (Athanasopoulos et al., 1999). Thus, Rayleigh 436 
damping, ξ, is considered to be equal to 0.5%, as for the other materials. Apart from the 437 
inclusion of EPS, the developed two-dimensional numerical models are similar to the reference 438 
model describing current Wall status in Fig. 5. More specifically, Fig. 10 displays the numerical 439 
models when EPS is installed along the total height of the Wall, for the three average EPS 440 
thickness. Similar to the backfill and the Wall, EPS is also modeled with plane-strain elements. 441 
For the discretization of all models, a dense mesh is used with 15-noded triangular plane-strain 442 
elements, which exhibit high computational accuracy. Lastly, the Ricker pulse shown in Fig. 6 443 
has been used for all dynamic analyses, as its frequency content is suitable both for the initial 444 
and all modified (due to EPS inclusion) models of the Wall. 445 
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 446 
 447 

 448 
 449 
 450 

Fig. 11. Amplification Factors (AF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section with:  451 
(a) EPS19 and (b) EPS39. 452 

Figs. 11 (a) and (b) present the amplification factors (AF) in the frequency domain for the 453 
cases where EPS19 and EPS39 blocks have been placed between the Wall and the backfill. As 454 
it can be noticed, the application of both types EPS increases the flexibility of the system and 455 
reduces its fundamental frequency. The flexibility of the system is increased for higher EPS 456 
thickness; however, as the EPS thickness further increases (i.e., from 4.3m to 6.3m), the 457 
reduction of the fundamental frequency is smaller. Comparing the two types of EPS, it can be 458 
observed that the EPS19 contributes to a greater reduction of the fundamental frequency for all 459 
the examined thicknesses. As it can be observed, the application EPS decreases the AF for all 460 
the examined thickness values in a similar manner for EPS19 and EPS39 in all cases. 461 

Figs. 12 (a) and (b) illustrate the distribution of dynamic pressures on the Wall for the two 462 
types of EPS and the three examined thickness values when the EPS is applied along the entire 463 
height of the Wall, compared to the initial dynamic earth pressures. The shape of the distribution 464 
does not seem to be significantly affected compared to the initial case, i.e., without the addition 465 
of EPS blocks. Dynamic pressures are also greater at the upper part of the Wall for all the 466 
examined thickness values. However, a substantial reduction of the dynamic pressures is 467 
observed due to the application of EPS. The reduction is bigger as the thickness of the EPS 468 
increases from 2.4m to 4.3m. As the thickness of both EPS19 and EPS39 further increases from 469 
4.3m to 6.3m, the beneficial impact of EPS is smaller. By comparing the two types of EPS, it 470 

(a) 

(b) 
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can be seen that EPS19 provides a greater reduction of dynamic pressures on the Wall for all 471 
the examined thickness values.  472 

 473 
 474 

 475 
 476 

Fig. 12. Height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures for: (a) EPS19 and (b) EPS39. 477 
 478 

The variation of the PAF in the frequency domain, when the EPS is installed along the total 479 
height of the Wall, is depicted in Figs. 13 (a) and (b) for the two EPS types compared to the 480 
PAF of the reference backfill model. Obviously, the maximum PAF occurs at the fundamental 481 
frequency of each model, which is influenced by the thickness and EPS type. The addition of 482 
EPS between the Wall and the backfill leads to a reduction of the maximum PAF. The reduction 483 
is bigger when the EPS thickness is increased. The only exception is when using EPS39 with 484 
an average thickness of 2.4 m, in which an increase of the PAF is observed. Therefore, it can 485 
be concluded that an EPS inclusion with small thickness is neutral or even detrimental for the 486 
seismic distress of the Wall. In contrast, for greater EPS thickness, a substantial reduction of 487 
the PAF value is observed, especially when applying the softer geofoam material.  488 

In general, EPS19 provides a better protection to the Wall against dynamic loads compared 489 
to EPS39. Hence, taking into account the minimization of backfill excavations and removal as 490 
well as EPS material quantities, the use of EPS19 with a 4.3m thickness is considered 491 
preferable. 492 

 493 

(a) 

(b) 
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 494 
 495 

 496 
  497 

Fig. 13. Pressure Amplification Factors (PAF) for: (a) EPS19 and (b) EPS39. 498 

 499 
5.2. Application of EPS at the upper part of the Wall 500 

In this section, the application of EPS at the upper part of the Wall is investigated in order 501 
to determine its potential impact on the dynamic pressures. In this case, the EPS is placed up to 502 
7.9 meters below the surface of the backfill, thus covering almost 45% of the total Wall’s height. 503 
The purpose of this configuration is to further improve -if possible- the seismic response of the 504 
Wall and mainly to reduce the total time and cost by reducing the required quantities of EPS 505 
blocks as well as the required excavations and backfill removal from the Acropolis hill, which 506 
are not easy tasks. The type of EPS that has been used is EPS19, with the three average 507 
thicknesses of 2.4 m, 4.3 m, and 6.3 m. The resulting numerical models are similar to the ones 508 
shown in Fig. 10, while the same Ricker pulse has been used.  Figs. 14 (a), (b) and (c) present 509 
the numerical model when EPS is placed at the upper part of the Wall.  510 

Firstly, the dynamic response of the system is examined in terms of AF in the frequency 511 
domain. The variation of AF is presented in Fig. 15 in the case of EPS19 inclusion at the upper 512 
part of the Wall. The application of EPS19 decreases the fundamental frequency, as it reduces 513 
the mass and increases the flexibility of the system. As in the previous case with EPS inclusion 514 
along the whole Wall height, in the case of greater EPS thickness (i.e., 4.3 m and 6.3 m) the 515 
differences in the fundamental frequencies of the system are marginal. As it was expected, the 516 
fundamental frequency of the system is bigger compared to the approach when the EPS is 517 
placed along the total height of the Wall; nonetheless, an analogous reduction of AF is obtained. 518 

(a) 

(b) 
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 519 

 520 
 521 

 522 
 523 

 524 
 525 

Fig. 14. South Circuit Wall section with EPS at its upper part and average thickness:  526 
(a) 2.4 m, (b) 4.3 m, (c) 6.3 m. 527 

 528 

Fig. 15. Amplification Factors (AF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section mitigated at its upper 529 
part with EPS19. 530 

As it can be noticed by observing Fig. 16, the shape of the height-wise dynamic pressures 531 
distribution when the EPS is applied at the upper part of the Wall, is completely different 532 
compared to the initial backfill pressures. More specifically, dynamic pressures are smaller at 533 
the upper part which is covered with EPS19 blocks, while at the lower part dynamic pressures 534 
exhibit a dramatic increase compared to the current backfill conditions. Maximum dynamic 535 
pressures occur at a height between 6 m and 8 m from the base of the Wall. The increase of the 536 
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dynamic pressures at the lower part of the Wall can be attributed to the accumulation of seismic 537 
waves in the area between the inclined bedrock, the EPS inclusion and the Wall. The seismic 538 
waves are trapped and reflected within this area, amplifying thus the dynamic pressures on the 539 
Wall. These trends are observed for all the examined EPS thickness values. Nonetheless, as the 540 
thickness of the EPS19 increases, the dynamic pressures are reduced along the whole height of 541 
the Wall.  542 

 543 

Fig. 16. Height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures for EPS19 inclusion at the upper part of the 544 
south Circuit Wall section. 545 

Fig. 17 presents the variation of the PAF in the frequency domain when the EPS19 is placed 546 
at the upper part of the Wall, for all the examined EPS thicknesses. The maximum PAF occurs 547 
at the fundamental frequency for each model. A significant increase is observed for the 548 
maximum PAF with the addition of EPS19 compared to the reference case irrespective of 549 
inclusion thickness. The increase is higher for small EPS thickness. Moreover, compared to the 550 
soil model, PAF reaches higher values throughout the frequency domain. Hence, the inclusion 551 
of soft geofoam at the upper part of the Wall is highly detrimental, while the application of 552 
stiffer EPS39 leads to even worse results and it should also be avoided. 553 

 554 
Fig. 17. Pressure Amplification Factors (PAF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section mitigated 555 

with EPS19 at its upper part. 556 

5.3. Application of EPS at the lower part of the Wall 557 

In the sequence, the dynamic response of the system has been examined for the case when 558 
EPS blocks are placed at the lower part of the Circuit Wall. Both EPS19 and EPS39 have been 559 
used for all the examined average thickness values (i.e., 2.4 m, 4.3 m, 6.3 m) as in the previous 560 
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cases. EPS is considered to be placed up to 10.6 m from the base of the Wall, covering almost 561 
60% of its total height. The three corresponding numerical models presented in Figs. 18(a), (b), 562 
and (c), have been developed in the same manner as when EPS is applied along the total height. 563 

 564 

 565 
 566 

 567 
 568 

 569 
 570 

Fig. 18. South Circuit Wall section with EPS at its lower part and average thickness:  571 
(a) 2.4 m, (b) 4.3 m, (c) 6.3 m. 572 

Fig. 19 depicts the variation of AF when EPS19 and EPS39 blocks are applied at the lower 573 
part of the Wall, for all examined thickness values, and also for the current backfill conditions 574 
without EPS. As it can be noticed, the Wall has a similar seismic response for both EPS19 and 575 
EPS39, as the differences are insignificant. The application of EPS makes the system more 576 
flexible, reducing thus its fundamental frequency. When the thickness of EPS is increased, the 577 
reduction of the fundamental frequency is higher. The fundamental frequency for each average 578 
thickness is bigger compared to the corresponding ones when the EPS is applied along the entire 579 
height of the Wall or only at its upper part. The values of the AF  are considerably lower 580 
compared to the two previously examined cases of EPS height-wise configuration for all 581 
thickness values, while an almost identical response for both EPS19 and EPS39 types is 582 
observed. 583 
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 584 

Fig. 19. Amplification Factors (AF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section mitigated at its lower 585 
part.  586 

The height-wise dynamic pressures distribution when either EPS19 or EPS39 are applied at 587 
the lower part of the Wall are presented in Fig. 20. As it can be observed, the distribution is 588 
quite similar for EPS19 and EPS39, for all EPS thickness values. In contrast, it presents 589 
significant differences compared to the initial model without EPS. At the lower part of the Wall, 590 
where EPS inclusion is placed, dynamic pressures are substantially reduced compared to the 591 
current soil conditions. On the other hand, in the upper part they become much higher. This 592 
increase can be attributed to the reflections of seismic waves within the area between the Wall 593 
and the EPS at the upper part of the backfill material. In addition, like in the EPS layouts 594 
presented in previous sections, the reduction of the dynamic pressures along the whole height 595 
of the Wall is increased for larger EPS thickness. Nevertheless, the increase is lower compared 596 
to the case in which the EPS is placed only at the upper part, due to the greater thickness of the 597 
backfill material behind the Wall. 598 

 599 

Fig. 20. Height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures with EPS at the lower part of the south 600 
Circuit Wall section. 601 

The variation of PAF in the frequency domain when EPS19 and EPS39 are applied at the 602 
lower part of the Wall is depicted in Fig. 21. As it can be easily observed, PAF values are 603 
approximately identical for EPS19 and EPS39. The maximum PAF, which occurs at the 604 
fundamental frequency for each EP-retrofitted model, is smaller compared to the reference 605 
backfill model. Nevertheless, in contrast to the previous two EPS configurations, PAF is 606 
becoming slightly higher as the thickness increases, i.e., when the EPS is applied at the bottom 607 
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of the Wall, a smaller EPS thickness contributes to a lower seismic distress of the Wall. Lastly, 608 
it is also worth noting that compared to the case that EPS is applied along the total height of the 609 
Wall, PAF is bigger for all EPS thickness values.  610 

 611 

Fig. 21. Pressure Amplification Factors (PAF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section mitigated 612 
with EPS at its lower part. 613 

6. Conclusions 614 

The present study investigates the dynamic distress of the south Circuit Wall of Acropolis 615 
and the impact of EPS inclusions as potential seismic mitigation measure. For this purpose, 616 
finite-element models for a critical section of the Wall have been developed and a series of 617 
linear elastic dynamic analyses has been performed. Based on the calculation of the 618 
fundamental frequency of the system rock-backfill-Wall, which is approximately equal to 7.8 619 
Hz, the Wall can be affected more by high-frequency near-field ground motions due to potential 620 
resonance phenomena. The inclusion of the EPS between the Wall and the backfill increases 621 
the flexibility of the system, thus, reduces its fundamental frequency. In addition, larger EPS 622 
thickness further increases the flexibility of the system. On the other hand, the inclusion of 623 
stiffer EPS (e.g., EPS39) is less efficient compared to the softer geofoam (e.g., EPS19). The 624 
reduction of the fundamental frequency is greater when EPS is applied along the total height of 625 
the Wall and smaller when the EPS is applied only at its lower or upper part. In all the examined 626 
cases, EPS reduces AF (i.e., the acceleration levels at the top of the hill) for high-frequency 627 
seismic excitations with dominant frequencies in the range of 7 to 8 Hz.  628 

The height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures is significantly affected by the 629 
complex geometry of the Wall. Dynamic pressures of the earth fill are smaller at the base of the 630 
Wall and they are higher at the top. The inclusion of EPS along the total height of the Wall 631 
reduces substantially the dynamic pressures compared to the ones due to backfill, but does not 632 
alter their distribution. In contrast, when EPS is applied only at the upper part or at the lower 633 
part, the distribution is much different from the current soil conditions. In these cases, dynamic 634 
pressures are significantly increased at the part of the Wall that is not protected with EPS. It is 635 
noted that the type and the thickness of the EPS do not alter the pattern of the dynamic pressures, 636 
but only their values. 637 

In all cases, the maximum dynamic pressures occur at the fundamental frequency of the 638 
system. The application of the EPS along the entire height reduces the dynamic pressures on 639 
the Wall, mainly for larger thickness and for softer EPS material. In contrast, when stiffer EPS 640 
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with small thickness is used, a minor increase of the dynamic pressures is observed. Moreover, 641 
when EPS is placed only at the upper part of the Wall, a significant increase of the dynamic 642 
pressures is noticed. Therefore, the potential application of EPS only at the upper part of the 643 
Wall may have a detrimental impact and should be avoided. The application of EPS at the lower 644 
part of the Wall leads to a reduction of the dynamic pressures at the protected part and it is more 645 
efficient for small thickness of EPS inclusion. In this case, the differences between the two EPS 646 
types that have been examined are negligible.  647 

Conclusively, the optimal intervention to protect the Wall is the application of a soft type of 648 
EPS (e.g., EPS19) along the total height of the Wall and having a high thickness (e.g., 4.3 m or 649 
6.3 m). Alternatively, soft EPS material can be placed only at the lower part of the Wall with a 650 
small EPS thickness (e.g., 2.4 m). Nevertheless, given the fact that the Circuit Wall has great 651 
variations in materials and geometry, the present study should be extended by developing more 652 
elaborate three-dimensional models in order to examine more accurately the impact of the 653 
proposed EPS inclusion configurations. 654 
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Figures

Figure 1

View of the south Circuit Wall of Acropolis of Athens.

Figure 2

The prevailing geological conditions on the hill of Acropolis: 1. Arti�cial earth�ll. 2. Eluvial mantle. 3.
Talus. 4. Limestone. 5. Conglomerates. 6. Schist- Sandstone - marl series (adopted from Koukis et al.
2015).



Figure 3

Cracks at the southeast corner of the Wall: (a) view from the east, (b) view from the south.

Figure 4

(a) Location of the examined section at the south part of Acropolis hill, and (b) installed accelerographs
at the base (ACRJ) and at the top (ACRD) of the Wall.



Figure 5

(a) Cross section of the examined south Wall section (adopted from Trikkalinos 1977), (b) two-
dimensional numerical model, and (c) �nite-element discretization



Figure 6

(a) Acceleration time history, and (b) Fourier spectrum of the Ricker 6 Hz pulse excitation.

Figure 7

Acceleration Ampli�cation Factor (AF) for the examined section of the south Circuit Wall for the Ricker 6
Hz excitation.



Figure 8

Height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures on the examined section of the south Circuit Wall for
the Ricker excitation.

Figure 9

Pressure Ampli�cation Factor (PAF) in the frequency domain for the south Circuit Wall section under
Ricker pulse excitation.



Figure 10

South Circuit Wall section with EPS inclusion along its height with average thickness: (a) 2.4 m, (b) 4.3 m,
(c) 6.3 m.



Figure 11

Ampli�cation Factors (AF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section with: (a) EPS19 and (b) EPS39.



Figure 12

Height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures for: (a) EPS19 and (b) EPS39.



Figure 13

Pressure Ampli�cation Factors (PAF) for: (a) EPS19 and (b) EPS39.



Figure 14

South Circuit Wall section with EPS at its upper part and average thickness: (a) 2.4 m, (b) 4.3 m, (c) 6.3 m.

Figure 15



Ampli�cation Factors (AF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section mitigated at its upper part with
EPS19.

Figure 16

Height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures for EPS19 inclusion at the upper part of the south
Circuit Wall section.

Figure 17



Pressure Ampli�cation Factors (PAF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section mitigated with EPS19 at
its upper part.

Figure 18

South Circuit Wall section with EPS at its lower part and average thickness: (a) 2.4 m, (b) 4.3 m, (c) 6.3 m.



Figure 19

Ampli�cation Factors (AF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section mitigated at its lower part.

Figure 20

Height-wise distribution of the dynamic pressures with EPS at the lower part of the south Circuit Wall
section.



Figure 21

Pressure Ampli�cation Factors (PAF) of the examined south Circuit Wall section mitigated with EPS at its
lower part.


